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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a symmetric linear operator defined on all of a (possibly degenerate) 
indefinite inner product space &4 Let JV be the set of all subspaces of 2 which are 
A-invariant, neutral (in the sense of the indefinite scalar product), and finite dimen- 
sional. It is shown that members of JV which are maximal (with respect to inclusion) 
all have the same dimension. This is called the “order of neutrality” of A and admits 
immediate application to self-adjoint operators on a Pontrjagin space. 0 Elsevier 
Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ITS APPLICATIONS 259:25-29 (1997) 
0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 0024-3795/97/$17.00 
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An inner product [*; ] is defined on a complex vector space z by the 
axioms 
(1) [alxl + ff2x2, yl = 4x1, yl + a,[~,, yl for all al, a2 E @, 
x1, x2, y ~&q and 
(2) [y, xl = [XT, y] for all x, y EX 
We describe X together with such an inner product as an inner product 
space. 
A linear operator on zis said to be symmetric if A is defined on all of X 
and [Ax, yl = Lx, Ayl f or all x, y E X, and a subspace 9 CG?? is said to be 
neutral if [x, y] = 0 for all X, y ~9. It has been proved by Lancaster, 
Markus, and Ye (Theorem 2.1 of [2]> that, when X is finite dimensional, all 
maximal A-invariant, neutral subspaces have the same dimension (where 
maximal is defined by set inclusion of subspaces). This result admits the 
definition of the order of neutrality of the symmetric operator as the 
dimension of a maximal A-invariant, neutral subspace. The concept has 
already found applications in perturbation theory and in the theory of 
factorization of matrix functions (see [2], [3], and [4]>. 
The argument used in [2] to prove the theorem in question relies heavily 
on spectral properties of A and does not lend itself to the context of infinite 
dimensional spaces. A new proof, depending only on the geometry of 
subspaces, is given in this note; it uses no topological concepts and no ideas 
from spectral theory. This admits a significant generalization of theory and, in 
particular, immediate application to self-adjoint operators on Pontrjagin 
spaces. 
We remark that a quite different line of attack has been developed by 
Zizler 15, 61, which includes a definition of the order of neutrality for 
self-adjoint operators on Krein spaces. Furthermore, it admits a characteriza- 
tion of operators with zero order of neutrality in terms of spectral properties 
of A. The two developments are consistent when applied to Pontrjagin 
spaces. 
Finally, observe that all the arguments of this paper hold whether the 
inner product space 2 is over the real or the complex numbers. 
2. SYMMETRIC OPERATORS ON 3’ 
We first recall some standard terminology from the theory of indefinite 
scalar product spaces and refer to the monograph of Bognar [l] for details. 
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~9’ and hence Au = r + G(r. ~9, G E 7). Furthermore, A,v = I’( AU) 
= G = Av - r, and as 9 ~9, A,v ~2. Thus, A,v EL?~J Y=pO, as 
required. Similarly we have AaL,, cJO. Note also that pa, A,, are neutral 
subspaces. 
Since 9 CL? C9, we may write 
Hence dim pa = dim 9 - dim 9 and, similarly, dim A0 = dim J - 
dim 9. Thus, if it can be shown that _Y,,, Ma are maximal A,-invariant 
neutral subspaces then dim 9a = dim A0 by the previous argument (since 
To n_& = {O}), and we will be done. 
To confirm this maximality property, let go by any A,-invariant neutral 
subspace such that PO c Q0 c 7, and define Q =9 + ~9’~ so that ~9 2 
9 i _!?,a =_Y and @ is neutral (since 9 c 9). We claim that d is also 
A-invariant. 
To confirm this, let q E d and q = q,, + r where qO E 6Y0, r ~9. Then 
Aq=Aq,+Ar=P(Aq,) +(I-P)AqO+Ar 
=A,qO+(Z-P)Aq,+Ar. 
The last two terms here are in 9’ c d, and, as @a is A,-invariant A,q, E 
~3~ c Q. Thus Aq E d, as required. 
It follows now from the maximality of 3 that d =9 and hence that 
&a =pO. Similarly, it follows that A,, is maximal A,-invariant and neutral. 
??
On a Krein space there is a fundamental [*,a ]-orthogonal decomposition 
J =X+ i %_ for which <Z+, [*; 1) and (Z, - [*; 1) are Hilbert spaces. 
When Z_ has dimension K < cc), such a space is said to be a Pontrjagin space 
and we write X= Il,. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a bounded selfadjoint operator on a Pontrjagin 
space II,. Then all maximal A-invariant neutral subspaces have the same 
dimension. 
Proof. Since the dimension of a neutral subspace of II, cannot exceed 
K (see [I]), the result follows immediately from Theorem 1. ??
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Pontrjagin spaces frequently arise in the following way: Let j%- be a 
Hilbert space with inner product (*; ), and let G be a bounded, invertible. 
self-adjoint operator on Z with the property that G_ := $(]G] - G) has finite 
rank, K. Then an indefinite scalar product is defined on Z? by writing 
[x, y] = (Gx, y> for all X, y EX: Furthermore, II, := (X: [-; 1) is a Pontrja- 
gin space. 
A bounded linear operator on 2 is then self-adjoint on II, if and only if 
GA = A*G and we may extend a notion introduced in [z] by defining the 
OWI!W of neutrality of A, y(G, A), to be the dimension of a maximal 
A-invariant and G-neutral subspace. 
However, the main theorem admits a further extension. Suppose that G is 
self-adjoint and bounded on z 1 < dim Ker G, and 2+’ is finite-dimelrsional. 
Then the inner product space (2, [.; ]> is d e enerate. g Nevertheless, for ;I 
self-adjoint operator on (z [e; I), the order of neutralit)-, y(G. A), em 1~ 
defined as above. Furthermore, if P is the (m orthogonal projection OII 
Im G along Ker G and we define 
6 = G]Im G, A = PA]Im G, 
then G is invertible. and 
y(G, A) = dim Ker G + ~(6, A). 
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